The New Triton Super Duty (119-gallon, 500k BTU) is for larger businesses with the greatest hot water demand. Triton’s built-in EcoNet® smart monitoring technology with integrated WiFi offers advanced diagnostics, preventive maintenance alerts, energy and water usage reports and scheduling capabilities. Plus, LeakGuard™, the most accurate all-inclusive leak detection and prevention system on the market, eliminates emergencies.

The Triton Family design was guided and influenced by plumbers and perfected by Rheem® Engineering to keep businesses up and running. This smart water heater was designed to be flexible so that it is the ideal solution for both replacement and new construction applications.

**THE TRITON ADVANTAGE**
- Eliminate the Emergency
- Easy Retrofit
- Built to Last

**TRITON SUPER DUTY SU**
- 500K BTU/h
- LeakSense™
- Built-in Condensate Neutralizer
- Advanced Power Anodes (4)
- Easy Retrofit Across Brands
- Flexible Venting Options
- Integrated EcoNet® Smart WiFi Monitoring Technology
- Health Alerts & Scheduling Capability
- 3-Year Warranty

**TRITON SUPER DUTY SS**
STANDARD FEATURES OF THE TRITON SU BASE MODEL, PLUS:
- LeakGuard™
- Integrated BMS Connectivity via BACnet (MS/TP)
- Energy & Water Usage Reports
- 5-Year Warranty
- Conduit Exoskeleton Under Jacket for Easy Wire Harness Repair
- Largest Triton Burner and Triple Pass Heat Exchanger

These products meet a stringent set of our company’s internally defined sustainability standards.